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Materials and Methods
The proposed study has been realized with the aid of 8 different 

kind of nanostructured (composed of nanospheres) chemoresistive 
(changing their output voltage responses due to alterations in the 
chemical composition of the environment around them, with capability 
to detect variations down to 50 ppb) sensors, here listed:

• TiTaV, based on titanium, tantalum and vanadium oxides;

• ST25 650, based on tin oxides and titanium, with a firing
temperature of 650°C;

• STN, based on tin, titanium and niobium oxides, with a firing
temperature of 650°C;

• ST20 650, based on tin oxides and titanium, with a firing
temperature of 650°C;

• ST25 650+Au, based on tin oxides, titanium and gold, with a
firing temperature of 650°C;

• ST30 650, based on tin oxides and titanium, with a firing
temperature of 650°C;

• ZnO 650, based on zinc oxide, with a firing temperature of
650°C;

• ZnO 850, based on zinc oxide, with a firing temperature of
850°C.

More information about these metal oxide (MOX) sensors can be 
found in the references [1-6].

The sensors have been thermo-activated by a heater printed on the 
back side of the sensors substrate, to allow each sensing film reach the 
proper working temperature (which varies between 200 and 650°C). 
Preliminary single gas tests (in which low quantities of the interferer 
or marker were sent together with synthetic air, 80% nitrogen and 
20% oxygen, into the sensitive chamber) have been performed on 
each sensing film. After that, interferences in the following quantities 
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Abstract
Studies have proven that neoplasia development and growth are linked to the production and spreading in 

the body of chemicals, originated from different sources. In the studied case of colorectal cancer (CRC), the main 
sources of these chemicals (together with the decay of these compounds into smaller products), are:

• Products from lipid bilayer peroxidation, generated for instance from contact with free radicals;

• Metabolites expelled as discard products from cancerous/benignant cells;

• Alteration of the microbiota in the intestine, leading to the variation in concentration of the metabolites produced 
from these microorganisms;

• Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) produced from the tumor itself to stimulate angiogenesis and
increase the vascularization in its direct surroundings.

Together with some published studies, from the same team, on the other three families of markers, in this work the 
goal is to study the first group, the peroxidation products, taking as markers the volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 
already known in literature, 1-iodo-nonane and decanal (highly reactive aldehydes maintaining the hydrophobic 
tails from the phospholipids), and benzene as sub-product (due to the fact that the main marker itself may turn into 
other chemicals due to various reactions, some of which are benzene itself and his bis-benzene compounds). These 
chemicals have been mixed with different concentrations of interferes, commonly produced in the digestive system 
from various sources (O2, N2, H2, CH4, H2S, NO, NO2, SO2), thus to define which sensors (or sensor arrays) aremost 
sensitive, and selective, to the presence of the above indicated markers.

Nanostructured chemoresistive sensors, widely studied as environmental and industrial real-time monitoring 
devices, have been used in this work as an opening to a new field of application, the biomedical, with the final goal 
to provide a new technology to medics and biologists in order to screen the occurrence, and study the degenerative 
processes, of neoplasms.
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(chosen to reproduce the relative concentrations of the gases in the 
intestine) have been done, both in dry and wet conditions:

• H2S (100 sccm)+NO2(100 sccm)+ C6H6(100 sccm)+ dry/wet 
synthetic air (200sccm), reported in Figure 1;

• SO2 (10 sccm)+NO (10 sccm)+ C6H6(100 sccm)+ dry/wet 
synthetic air (380 sccm), (reported in Figure 2;

• CH4(1 sccm)+H2 (30 sccm – 1 sccm)+ C6H6 (100 sccm)+ dry/
wet synthetic air (369 – 398 sccm), reported in Figure 3;

• CH4 (1 sccm)+H2 (30 sccm – 2 sccm)+ C6H6 (250 sccm)+ dry/
wet synthetic air (219 – 247 sccm), reported in Figure 4;

• C10H20O (7.46·10-4mol)+ C9H19I (2.57·10-4mol)+wet synthetic 
air (300 sccm), reported in Figure 5.

The reasons to use these chemicals are various, and are reported in 
the following list:

• Benzene: tumor marker sub-product [7-9];

• Methane: produced from the fermentation of vegetables;

• Hydrogen: resulting from the digestion of meat;

• Hydrogen sulfide: resulting from the digestion of beef, broccoli 
and dry fruit;

• Sulfur dioxide: produced as result of surface reaction of 
hydrogen sulfide with sensors heated sensitive film [10];

• Nitrogen oxide: produced from bacterial activity, and is also a 
gastro-transmitter [11,12];

• Nitrogen dioxide: can be produced as result of helicobacter 
pylori presence in the stomach [13]

• 1-iodo-nonane: is a tumor marker commonly analyzed in 
literature [7,8]

• Decanal: is a tumor marker commonly analyzed in literature 
[9].

Results and Discussion
The most notable results are summarized in the figures. As it is 

possible to see from Figures 1-5, the highest responses are given from 

 
Figure 1: Sensors responses (normalized to 1), as a function of time, to H2S (1

st peak), C6H6 + H2S + NO2 (2
nd peak), C6H6 + H2S + NO2 + humidity as interferer (RH%: 

10.94), in dry conditions (3
rd peak). Temperatures chosen are the ones at which the sensor responses to NO2 are the lowest when compared to C6H6.

 
Figure 2: Sensors responses (normalized to 1), as a function of time, to NO (1

st peak), C6H6 + SO2 + NO + humidity (2
nd peak), C6H6 (3

rd peak), C6H6 + SO2 + NO (4th 
peak). Temperatures chosen are the ones at which the sensor responses to SO2 are the lowest when compared to C6H6.
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Figure 3: Sensors responses (normalized to 1), as a function of time, to CH4 (1

st peak), C6H6 + H2 + CH4 (2
nd peak), C6H6 (3

rd peak), H2 (4
th peak), C6H6 + H2 + CH4 with 

H2 at nearly the same concentration of C6H6 (5
th peak), H2 + CH4 and delayed addition of C6H6 (6

th peak), C6H6 + H2 + CH4+ humidity as interferer (RH%: 23.92), in dry 
conditions (7th peak). Temperatures chosen are the ones at which the sensor responses to CH4 are the lowest as compared to C6H6.

Figure 4: sensors responses (normalized to 1), as a function of time, to C6H6 + H2 + CH4 (1
st peak), CH4 (2

nd peak), C6H6 (3
rd peak), H2 (4

th peak), C6H6 + H2 + CH4 with 
H2 at nearly the same concentration of C6H6 (5

th peak), H2 + CH4 and delayed addition of C6H6 (6
th peak). Temperatures chosen are those at which the sensor responses 

to CH4 are the lowest as compared to C6H6.

 

Figure 5: sensors responses (normalized to 1), as a function of time, to C9H19I + C10H20O in wet conditions (RH%: 32.0) at 450°C.
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ST-family sensors, especially while testing the tumor markers alone 
in wet condition, but the best selectivity is that of the TiTaV sensor 
which, as shown in the Figures 1-4, can discriminate completely the 
presence of benzene (the sub-product) from other interferences. This 
is crucial, because it is known that most of the membrane peroxidation 
products are instable and highly reactive (the two chosen aldehydes 
are photosensitive, and in the case of the decanal, air sensitive as well), 
especially in an hostile environment like the digestive system, and so, by 
using thermoactivated sensors to be sure that all the markers reaching 
degrades into simpler molecules, allows to think about a threshold 
system to distinguish the presence of these sub-markers in abundance, 
compared to a healthy patient.

Contribution from humidity, as shown in graphics, varies 
considerably depending on the mixture of the chosen gases, as well 
as from the modality of injection (using it as an environmental factor, 
keeping it stable for the whole test, lowers the responses from all 
sensors, while using it as an interferer, may not affect responses or even 
raise it for some particular synthesis).

From the tests another result has been obtained: adding a tumor 
marker after the sensors have reached stability in a mixture made with 
interferers, not only shows the response to the VOC itself, but also a 
global response higher than the one obtained by injecting all the 
chemicals together. This shows the high sensitivity of sensors even in 
environments with highly reactive compounds.

Conclusions
Nanostructured chemoresistive sensors have been used to analyze 

different mixtures of gases, tested to simulate, on their relative 
concentrations, the intestine environment. Tumor markers have been 
added to the mixtures, with concentrations close to the ones indicated 
in literature as indicative of tumor presence.

As seen from the tests performed, sensors not only give high 
responses to mixtures of markers (as shown in Figure 5), but some of 
them (like TiTaV) also completely discriminate the effects of interferers, 
like hydrogen and methane, from the marker behavior.

Arrays of sensors, like the one studied in this work, can be used 
together with dedicated software to identify different behaviors to 
different mixtures, allowing one to refine the detection of tumor markers.

Therefore, chemoresistive sensors have proven to be a promising 
technology to develop new diagnostic devices for tumor pre-screening.
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